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The last few months have been a difficult and
challenging time for everyone. For many of us,
the cancellation of virtually every event in the
village, including all regular meetings of our
village organisations and societies, the planned
VE/VJ day celebrations and other events such as
the Egerton Music Festival (now to be a smaller
Festival in 2021) has been a sad blow which has
deprived villagers of all the usual opportunities
to get together.
However, it is not all doom and gloom, and our local clubs and
societies are looking forward to the time when they can start up
again, although most have decided not to do so until it is safe to
carry on running their activities in exactly the same enjoyable way
sued strict guidelines for those wishing to use the hall at the present
time, but it seems unlikely that current restrictions will be fully eased
for some months yet. Meanwhile, not all activities have come to a
halt, with some organisations such as the Egerton Players and the
internet through emails, Zoom or Microsoft Teams, allowing them
to keep in touch with their members. The Parish Council and its
means since the lockdown began in March. Another example of an
activity that has kept going is the village wall hanging project, where
members of the group have been working away at home on individual pieces of embroidery.
The start of the cricket season in the village has already brought life
again. The regular Friday Farmers Market continues, adhering to
government guidelines and socially distanced, outdoors in the Milfully operating from the Computer Centre at the Millennium Hall
on Tuesdays (10.00-12.00am) and Fridays (2.00 4.00pm) and at
tion, the school will be welcoming back all children at the beginning
of September. There is also hope that our village shop may be revived in the not too distant future and not become just a memory.
Hopefully, a protective vaccine will eventually be developed, but
until then it is probable that varying levels of lockdown will have to
continue, particularly for older people and those who are most vulnerable. Meanwhile, many in the village are doing their best to ensure that everyone is kept safe, volunteering to collect food and medicine, offering other help, and working together to make sure that
when all this is over the rich variety of social life in Egerton can go
on as before.

-
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When the national lockdown for the covid-19
Emergency Resilience Plan swung into action
immediately.
Even though a virus outbreak and national
Emergency Plan was first devised by Egerton
Parish Council five years ago, it still proved to
be an effective and workable strategy that quickly mobilised a volunteer force of residents to
assist vulnerable residents in the parish.
to enable the village support itself when outside
assistance from the emergency services or the
local authority was delayed or overwhelmed by
some kind of a catastrophe.
The Plan already had on standby a roster of
volunteers who could provide assistance for
snow, utilities or services failures, gas leaks or
explosions even aircraft accidents mostly
people in the village who could offer specialist
equipment such as four-wheel drive vehicles,
chainsaws, generators, trailers, JCBs and tractors.
The Emergency Plan committee hoped that it
would never have to activate the plan but wanted to provide reassurance that there was a plan
in place just in case of the worst.
In March, the committee realised that volunteers would be needed to help vulnerable residents to cope with the challenges of a lockdown, such as with shopping and obtaining
medication. An important aspect which
cropped up was loneliness caused by a side
effect of the lockdown extended periods of
isolation.
An appeal went out to the existing volunteers
and anyone else who could offer assistance and
the committee soon found itself in the fortunate situation of having over 25 people who
came forward to help.
Initially, 50 of the most vulnerable people were

-

identify if any of the people needed support with the lockdown challenges.
But the scale of the volunteer response
allowed the committee to identify a further
50 people who could potentially need some
help.
to take up the offer of assistance from the
volunteers, as many had their own established circle of family and friends assisting
them, the volunteers did have many acceptances of help with shopping and collecting prescriptions.
Some of the vulnerable residents also took
up the offer of a friendly chat and to hear
reassurance that there was someone who
could help if needed.
Ashford Borough Council worked hard to
ensure its Volunteer Service kept in touch
with the Egerton Emergency Plan committee to offer help if it was overwhelmed. But
as so often is the case, our village went
quietly and efficiently about managing its
own wellbeing.
As the country and our village have
adapted to the challenges presented by the
virus outbreak, volunteer support has not
been required much in recent weeks. However, the possibility of a second wave of
covid-19 needs to be anticipated and so
plan is for the team of volunteers to be
contacted again later in the year to ascertain if they would be willing once again to
step forward should the vulnerable residents of the village need support.

-

-
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The Village Hall Committee has been working hard towards tentatively reopening the Millennium Hall in line with official advice on
Covid19. Chairman Sue Johnson says there are still many restrictions
webpage to help you decide whether a booking would be possible. Parties and weddings are not permitted at the moment.

-
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As some of you may remember, in 1994 Alan and I moved from the north-west of England to live closer to my parents.
Having secured jobs in Kent, we were fortunate to find a lovely old barn in Egerton as a wonderful home for the next 13
years. However, we had always loved France and in 2002 we bought another old barn in a village where we had previousWe learnt many
has no foundations)
erty, when we retired we decided to make it our permanent home. The house is in a
small village in the Loire Valley, known as the Garden of France, which is a UNESCO
World Heritage Site due to its natural beauty and its many examples of Renaissance
architecture. The area shares some history with England, as for almost 500 years, the
kings and queens of England also claimed the throne of France. We live near Chinon,
(an
the home of Henry II and the setting for that wonderful film
cycle route nearby, attracts lots of tourists. As I am sure you can imagine Alan loves
nothing better than to drive through the leafy lanes in
the summer sharing the route with some of the 1 million cyclists and a legion of motorhomes and caravans
which arrive here every year ! The village in which we
live, has many similarities with Egerton. It has around
a small co-operative grocers. With just a holiday home,
it was difficult to make friends, but being here full-time
has helped our integration into village life. Over the
years we have become involved in numerous activities.
Alan has become a trombonist in the local orchestra.
There was a time when the orchestra were leading the
dignitaries in a commemorative event, when a gust of
music, the slide of his trombone fell out onto the road.
He was left trying to hold onto the music and pick up
his slide whilst the firemen, gendarmes and local
Mayors piled up behind him ! I have become a
-speakers around the town of
Chinon. I was explaining to a small group once about
Joan of Arc, mentioned a date and someone in the

local primary school, taking four classes for a lesson
each week to improve their English and their
knowledge of the culture of english-speaking
countries. The children know much more
about the Royal Family than we do. We have
also found ourselves on the committees of
the local co-operative grocers, a group trying
to restore an ancient Church and various
other things. The French are known for
their lack of discipline and in the meetings
(which always start late and have no agenda),
at the theatre, the cinema everyone continues to have conversations and to talk across
everyone else. In May 2019 after a very
lengthy process we became French citizens,
so now have dual nationality. We had some
very happy years in Egerton but are now
enjoying our new life in France. Every day
presents a new challenge.

The next issue of Egerton Update will be distributed in November2020. Between now and then we
welcome your contributions. We would also love to receive details of what you have been up to over the
Summer months and what is coming up in Egerton during the Winter.
. The final copy date for
All you need do is email your contribution to
editorial contributions will be October 13th 2020.

making plans for a music festival in June next year (2021) and hope
that the programme will be very similar to the events they had
which unfortunately had to be cancelled due to the ongoing Covid-19 crisis.
The organising are planning a Picnic in the Garden and Jazz Supper, on Saturday 12th June; and at last night concert in the church
on Sunday June 13th.The music quiz and other events will be announced shortly.
Some performances have already been booked for the 2021 event
Opera Brava will perform La Traviata on Thursday 10th June and
the Sacconi Quartet will be performing on Friday 11th June
and on Sunday 6 th June the London Mozart Players, with Jane Wisely as soloist, will give the concert which cannot now take place on
3rd October this year.
So we will have a Festival in 2021 but the organisers would still
welcome more ideas for events, so please contact Jane Carr, Secretary, with your ideas, and make a note of the dates - 6th 13th June
2021. (ljanecarr@btinternet.com; www.egertonmusicfestival.co.uk
tel:756775.

-
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The cross at Lenham has held a special place in the hearts of
locals ever since it was first cut into the chalk downs in 1921 as
a memorial to the fallen of the Great War. Yet, until recent
years, it had never had any official recognition. That changed
in December 2017 when Historic England registered the cross
as a National Monument and War Memorial thanks to the
work of parish Councillor Mike Cockett.
The monument, measuring 61m by 21m, was once supported
by a memorial stone surrounded by iron railings at the base,
recording the names of the 42 Lenham villagers who died in
the First World War.
A second stone, with the names of the 14 killed in the Second
World War was added later, but in 1960 both were moved to
mourners to visit them.
During the Second World War
the cross was covered over to
prevent it being a marker for
enemy aircraft.
In 1963 it underwent a major
renovation with 40 tonnes of
chalk added.
lack of official recognition when
the village prepared its Neighbourhood Plan in 2014, describ-

of the first places we show visitors, so it was a shock to find it
He went about sending Historic
England pictures of the cross,
testimony from villagers and a
copy of the book
by historian Amy
Myers to convince the organisation of its importance.
The site is now Grade II listed
states:
compared with other war memorials as it was
carved by hand directly into the chalk of the North
Downs as a hill-figure cross and prominent landmark by Freddie Baldock, with help from volun-
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With the 75th anniversary of the ending of WWII hostilities in the Far East falling on 15th August this year, we
hope to see many of our national flags flying but how
many will be flown upside down? The original flag of
Great Britain, from the time of James I, was symmetrical. The combination of the crosses of St George and St
Andrew gave rise to an easy symmetry which could be flown either way up. However, after the
porate the diagonal red cross of St Patrick. The result is an asymmetrical combination of the
three crosses, creating a
broader white band to
the upper left, nearest
the flagpole. Rumour
has it that flying the
flag upside down is a
sign of distress this
could perhaps be significant in these trying
times! Another quirk of
our flag is the dimensions, which are generally oblong, 5 parts
wide to 3 parts high.
However the union jack
(more commonly flown
at sea) is an oblong of
ratio 2 parts wide to
one part high. Hopefully we can enjoy seeing
many flags flown on
15th, whichever way
they blow.

Egerton in the early forties was a thriving community. Being largely self-sufficient,
residents would not have needed to travel far to cater for their daily needs. This
was just as well, for petrol was rationed (very few families would have owned cars
anyway) and the main forms of transport were horse and cart, bicycle or, most commonly, your own two feet.
Nearly every household would have been involved or connected to the farming
industry in some way, nearly every form of agriculture being practiced in the parish
at that time. The farms provided hops, soft fruit, orchards, a variety of livestock
and arable crops. Land girls were brought in to assist on those farms where the
workers had been called up to join the forces and many remained long after the war
had ended some still living here with their families today.
Most residents would have been used to growing a small crop of fruit and vegetables but now, where flowers and lawns may once have been, it became essential to
provide the maximum amount of produce to keep wartime Britain healthy. Diets
were probably the healthiest at that time, compared with later years.
A walk through the village
in the forties could bring
you all you needed. The
butcher at Church House, Buckles the baker next door and, yes, the candlestick maker the village stores was a general store and grocer at that time and would definitely
have happily provided you
with candles for the regular
power cuts of the time and
paraffin for those homes without electricity. There was also
the forge and wheelwrights
behind the bakery, the garage
where Olivers remains today.
Another grocery store
(Bottings) and photographer
was situated at Johnstone
East and down at the Forstal
there was another general store at
Edgeley (this remained in business until 1970) and a garage at
the old forge on the corner of
Forge Lane. If you needed shoe
repairs from the endless walking,
Rose Cottage on New Road was
the place to go, where coffins
were also made. The village
policeman was to be found at
Hillside Villas on Rock Hill.
For recreation, goal running took
place in the field just behind the
Queens Arms at the Forstal and
there were also cricket and football clubs, although the playing
fields behind Old School Court
were not levelled until after the
war. An old WWI army hut,
sited next to present games barn
provided the community with a
place to meet and hold dances,
W.I. meetings and other events
and the two pubs, The George
and the Queens Arms were popular amongst residents and the
many incoming army and airforce personnel.

War had, of course, a huge impact on the village. There were 3
now Glebeland and another near The George pub. The building of the airfield beside Bedlam Lane brought in first the army,
many of whom were billeted in the village at Weeks Farm, Potters Forstal Farm and many other households in the village.
They were followed by the Canadian and the American Airforce
who quickly became part of village life and whose signatures can
still be seen above the inglenook at what is now The Barrow
House (then The George pub). War left behind too, so many
personal stories and artefacts, some of which are told in this
issue.

Joe Pack
I was in Bomber Command and had been on many sorties before a trip over the Ruhr Valley, no-one saw the night fighter which shot us down. I managed to escape by parachute and
North Star. After a day and night travelling I was discovered by two Dutch workers on the
German/Dutch border. They clothed me in civilian clothes and I was passed from one patriot to another by foot, bicycle and train. After several days I arrived in Maastricht which
was full of German military, a young man took me by tram to Liege, I was moved to Louvaine, then Brussels, back to Louvaine and eventually on to Paris on a crowded train where
a girl persuaded the Germans that me and 3 others were deaf mute. In Paris I was searched
by the Gestapo. I spent three weeks hiding in the Paris outskirts with a French couple who
a well laid route organised by Andree de Jongh and her father and sister. My final route
home being via Biarritz, St Jean
de Luz, San Sebastien, Madrid
and Gibraltar. I was soon flying
for the RAF in Gibraltar and
was eventually found passage
back to Londonderry, then on
to Larne then Stranrar before
getting the train back to London and on to Charing where I
managed to cadge a lift back
with Mr Oliver.
I returned home on the day
after my mother had received

Alan Palmer
The first local farmers knew that an airstrip
was to be constructed in Egerton was the
arrival of important letters from the government informing owners that part of their land
and some buildings may be requisitioned. The
following properties were affected: Kingsden Farm Palmer Family
Godwin House land 100 acres
Weeks Farm including the house, then
owned by Major Noble, became Air Force
HQ
Lily Villa used to house military personnel
Clarke Hill Farm (now called Amherst
Court) owned by Tom Weeks
Box Farm owned by Charlie Roberts
Potters Forstal Farm owned by Tilden Hales
Barhams Mill Farm owned by Reg Harding
Wallett Court owned by Edward Chantler
The Palmer family were given the option of
leaving their farm but decided to stay.
All requisitioned land was to be used as an
advance landing area. The airfield was called
Headcorn airfield 412 aerodrome whilst confusingly the one at Headcorn was called Lashenden, airfield 127. The two squadrons based
at Headcorn and Lashenden flew sorties carrying small bombs to drop over France; they
would fly up to three missions a day, weather
permitting. Many other planes had to land
here due to fuel shortage, including 13 Flying
Fortresses. On 12th April 1944 the American
362 Fighter Group consisting of Squadrons
377, 78 & 379 flew in with 87 Thunderbolt
fighters. 2,000 personnel accompanied them,
all living under canvas. The Americans arrived
very well organised, but one thing they had
not planned was where to empty the latrines.
Murray Mitchel at Burnt House Farm had
mostly poultry and some market garden produce; tomatoes and cucumbers grown on
ridges with gullies between each row. It was in
these gullies that the latrines were emptied,
and in the same gullies that local women
stood to cut the cucumbers!

-

-

my aircraft and slunk upstairs and under the bed
for safety. We were all issued with gas masks which
like the identity cards had to be carried at all
times. At Egerton School it was considered unsafe
to leave more than 100 children in one place once
the air raid siren had sounded so we were divided
into two groups one group went down the hill as
far as Little Houses with a dropoff of children at
each house and likewise up the hill. The end of the
war was a joyous time. I remember as a family we
flowed and I wonder how we managed to get

With many looking to reduce their waistlines after months on lockdown these surprising
100-calorie snacks can be enjoyed without derailing your diet. Most of these low-calorie
bites require only three ingredients and take less than 5 minutes to prepare.
Cheese and Tomato Toastie 93kcal: Chop the tomato and spring onion, sprinkle them
over a slice of crispbread, cover with grated cheese and place under a pre-heated grill for a
couple of minutes.
1 wholegrain crispbread: 39 kcal, 15g grated low fat mature cheese: 47 kcal 40g tomato: 7 kcal, an
optional sprinkling of chopped spring onions

'3-Fruit' Fruit Salad 102kcal: 50g seedless black grapes, cut in half: 30kcal, 50g diced apple:
26kcal, 100g chopped tinned pineapple in juice: 46kcal
Cheese and Pickle Canapés 100kcals: Use a potato peeler to get melt-in-your-mouth,
wafer-thin cheese slices, and top with gherkin slices and pickle.
3 water biscuits: 42kcal, 15g 30%-less-fat mature cheddar: 46kcal, 30g gherkin: 4kcal, 6g (1tsp)
pickle: 8kcal
Smoked Salmon and Cream Cheese Parcels 109kcal: Place 4 strips of salmon on an
even surface and spread 5g of soft cheese mixed with some dill at one end of each strip.
Starting from the cheese end, gently fold each strip into rolls.
48g smoked salmon, cut into 4 even strips: 68kcal, 20g reduced-fat soft cheese (5g per parcel): 39kcal,
a squeeze of lemon juice: 2kcal, optional sprinkling of fresh dill (calories nominal)
Apple and Peanut Butter 96kcal :Fresh apple slices and peanut butter are the perfect
combination to keep you going until your next main meal.
50g sliced apple: 26kcal, 12g (1tsp) peanut butter: 70kcal, optional sprinkling of cinnamon (calories
nominal)
Baked Beans on Toast 99kcal: a 22g slice of toasted wholegrain
or wholemeal bread: 48kcal, 60g baked beans: 51kcal, optional sprinkling of chives (calories nominal)

A 20mph speed
limit could be imposed on part of
Hythe Road, from
the Mace Lane
roundabout and the
railway bridge by
the Norton Knatchbull School. This comes as KCC secured £8M
from the Department of Transport to make
roads safer for pedestrians and cyclists. The
funds have not been secured yet but the project
-

FLANDERS ROUNDABOUT
The junction connecting the A2070 Bad Munsterifel Road and Avenue Jacques Faucheaux
has been renamed as Flanders Roundabout as
part of a redesign to improve safety and recogEight silhouettes of soldiers are being placed on
the junction, alongside nine European Quercus
trees which have already been planted. The
of the roundabout which is being covered in
turf and surrounded by a wildflower meadow
containing poppies.

www.egertonpc.kentparishes.gov.uk

February
July
Minutes
Minutes
Footpaths: There are 8 outstanding footpath issues.
Highways: There are 6 outstanding highways issues and 1 new one. Also, there is
a large pothole on New Road between
Stone Hill and Greenhill Lane which will
also be reported.
A chartered surveyor has been appointed to
undertake a valuation and other work. A
Letter of Intent has been agreed between
EPC and Gary Reeve-Wing.
Extension to Games Barn: A new bookings and invoicing volunteer is being
sought.

all their hard work over the years.
VE75 Day Celebrations: This event
has had to be cancelled. Attempts are
being made by the VE Day committee
to arrange something for the VEJ Day
on 15th and 16th August.
Red Telephone Box, Stonebridge
Green: New shelves have been installed in the telephone box for the
book exchange. Lois offered to sort
out the books as there were too many
in there.
Anti-Slip Plates: It was felt that more
plates are required for the steps from
cricket ground up to upper rec. The
Clerk will look into this.

5000 Houses Proposal at Lenham
Heath: John gave a comprehensive update on what is happening with this
proposal.
Speed Humps and Kerbs: Work on
painting white lines on the speed humps
and kerbs leading to the car part at the
hall has been completed.
Mowing: A meeting will be held with
Aspire re the mowing programme this
year.
New Notice Board: The new notice
board has been erected onto the wall of
the computer centre.
Neighbourhood Plan: A comprehensive
report was given by Jane, Chairman of
the Neighbourhood Plan Committee.

Sale of Shop: Richard gave an update
on the sale of the shop. There is still
hope a buyer will complete the purchase.
Post Office: Arrangements have been
made for a pop-up post office to be held
in the computer centre every Tuesday
morning from 10am to 12pm and a
Friday afternoon from 2pm to 4pm.
Emergency Plan Response to the
Coronavirus: An update was given on
the excellent response from 22 volunteers who are helping a good number of
people with shopping, collecting prescriptions, befriending and other tasks
as required.
Barrow House: It was agreed to reapply
to have the Barrow House listed as an
asset of community value.

Revised Master
Plan:
KEY:
2 Proposed
New Railway
Station, 3
Public Spaces, 5
Medium Density Housing, 6Rose Lane Industrial Site , 8
Park.

-

August is a wonderful month in the garden;
the grass grows less, there is generally less to
do except deadhead, water, weed and harvest
and the days are hopefully long and warm.
There are some jobs you can get on with for
example hedge cutting. The birds should have
finished nesting by now and it is a perfect
time to trim all your evergreen hedges. This
can really help crisp up a garden at a time
when everything else tends to be getting a bit
less structured. Always double check for nesting birds before you cut any hedges. While
deciduous hedges may also need a good
prune, it is best, where you can, to leave these
until later in the winter to allow wildlife to
benefit from the hips and berries they need to
prepare for cold weather. Chop now and
there is nothing left for them! Where you
can, it is preferable to leave hedges to get
bigger and wider and prune every other year
to provide better wildlife habitats. A large
loose hedge is much more useful to birds and
animals than a narrow, tightly clipped affair.
Some roses may also need to be pruned now.
Roses that flower just once in the summer,
whether they are shrub or larger rambling
roses, need to be pruned as soon as they finish flowering if you want to restrict their size.
Leave it later and you run the risk of chop-

The key to getting more flowers is to reduce the vigour of the grass by never fertilising, only cutting once a year and only
after all the flowers have set seed and by
removing all mowings. It is possible to
weaken the grass further by sowing yellow
rattle seed in September into areas you
have scalped, but make sure your yellow
nate well.
September and October tend to be much
busier months in the garden. As the heat
subsides and the rain softens the soil, it is
the ideal time to plant new container grown
plants, move existing plants and divide perennials. With the combination of both warmth
and moisture roots establish quickly and the
plants will have a head start on those you
plant next spring. They will also cope better
with any long dry spells we might get next
summer.
When buying new plants choose good,
healthy ones, not those that have lingered in
the garden centre all summer and it is definitely worth taking time to prepare their
planting space well if you want to give their
best. Make sure you stake new trees or large
shrubs well and also tie in new climbers to
avoid them getting damaged by the winds we
inevitably get at this time of year.
If you have plants that you have decid-

to prune as they will survive quite happily
without pruning, just get bigger. If you do
prune, ideally cut out some of the old growth
particular spot or you thought they
and leave plenty of new stems to help the
plant rejuvenate itself.
Climbing roses and shrub
roses that repeat flower on
can be left until February.
However, in windy conditions it is often a good idea
to chop them back by a
third in autumn to protect
them from strong winter
winds that can loosen roots
and break off the long
branches of some climbers.
If your roses have suffered
from blackspot or mildew
it is recommended to pick
up the dead, infected leaves
from under the plants.
compost heap though as
the diseases can over winter
on the leaves.
August is the time to prune
wisteria by removing all the
whippy side shoots from
the main branch framework to about 5 leaves
from the main stem. It is
also the time to mow wild
flower meadows.

damp conditions of early autumn are the
ideal time to move them. Dig them up with
as much root as possible and plant them in a
new spot where they will work better. Autumn is also the best time to divide herbaceous perennials. Ideally this does need to
be done every 3-4 years to keep them flowering well so if they have lost their vigour,
outgrown their allotted space or you just
want to make new plants from your existing
stock then now is the time to do it. Dig
them up, cut off their top growth and split
the root system making sure each new clump
has plenty of healthy, strong roots. Discard
the old woody central section and plant up
your lovely new small plants, watering them
in well. A great way of getting plants for
free!

Once the ground is moist it is much easier to
weed the roots come out more cleanly rather than just breaking off. Tackling them
now means there will be less to compete with
your plants in the spring. It also gives the
opportunity to decide what you want to do
with your self-seeded annuals such as ox eye
daisies, poppies, love in the mist and foxgloves. You might want to remove them

Grass stops growing once the night temperature drops below 5 degrees so laying turf and
sowing seed needs to be done while the nights
are warmer.
Though October is often wetter and windier
and the days shorter it is still ideal gardening
weather. The leaves need to be collected and
added to compost heaps or stored for leaf
mould and rotting vegetation needs to be
removed from ponds to
swamp small plants or just
keep them healthyCrops
thin them to leave enough
that have finished in the
for lots of early summer
vegetable garden need to
colour but not overwhelm
be cleared away to the
nearby permanent plantcompost heap to avoid
ing. If you transplant
providing a home for
them to new places water
overwintering pests and
them in well and keep an
diseases such as slugs.
eye on them as small
Now is the time to clear
plants can dry out quickly
your garden of as many
in warm or windy weather.
weeds as possible and
September is a good time
mulch your soil with a
to sow new annuals for
lovely layer of organic
next year and it is one less
matter well rotted
job to do next spring. The
homemade compost,
seeds will germinate and
mushroom compost or
make good small plants by
animal manure (as long
the time winter arrives and
as it is weed free). This will feed your soil. If
will flower earlier next year than those you
it is well rotted the nutrients will not leach
sow next spring. Examples to try are annual away in the rain and through winter the frosts
poppies, love in the mist, cornflowers, larkwill break up large clumps and the worms will
spur, Salvia viridis, and Cerinthe.
start to incorporate the matter into your soil
When the ground is soft enough take the
so no need to dig it in. By spring it will be
opportunity to get daffodil, narcissus, crocus easy to plant into and there should be no large
and muscari bulbs planted. They start to
clumps for slugs to hide under! Mulching
produce roots quite early in autumn and
helps soil retain its moisture, add nourishbenefit from an early planting. Tulips on the ment, open up its structure and reduce eroother hand, are better planted later in ausion. It feeds all the micro-organisms that
tumn when the cold weather has arrived as it bring life into your soil and helps unlock your
inhibits the viral and fungal diseases that live
in the soil and can infect the bulbs.
The end of September into October is the
If you want to improve your lawn early autime to pick all your unripe tomatoes maybe
pop them into a paper bag with a banana so
tumn is a good time to start. Aerating the
they will continue to ripen or maybe make
roots and scarifying to remove thatch and
moss will get more water and air to the roots
and help the lawn grow better. New turf and greenhouse it is a good idea to give it a good
grass seed will also establish while it is warm clean and disinfect it. This will let in more
light and prevent pests and diseases from
and wet.
overwintering.

The frosts usually arrive by October and tender plants need to be given protection if you
want to keep them for another year. Pelargoniums, tender fuchsias, lemons, olives and
even bay trees in pots need help to survive
the cold and wet. Pop them into a greenhouse, conservatory or porch if you can.
By the end of October there is much less
colour in the garden and many of us retreat
inside away from the cold and wet. Before
you do it is a good idea to check that your
fences and other garden structures like trellis,
pergolas, arches etc are secure and to trim
overhanging branches from over paths so you
can pass easily.
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Education
Egerton C of E School
Egerton Pre School
Mrs Jane Cooper - Piano

15
7
3

Engineering
JD Mills Engineering

14

Estate Agents
Hobbs Parker

Plumbing
18 Rich Gordon
WGJ Plumbing
Fencing
R James & Sons Fencing
7 Printers
Captivewebs
Financial Planning
Scarlett Financial Services
21 Pubs
Wilkinson Wealth Management 2 Rose & Crown
The Barrow House
Gardening & Garden Supplies
Andrew Hopkins (Hedge Cutting) 24 Shops
Mower Plant Services
11 Pluckley Farm Shop
Ray Jiles (Tree Surgeon)
27 Weald Smokery
Glaziers
Solicitors
24 Kingsfords
Thorneloe & Co
Health & Fitness
Life Balance Yoga
19
Yvonne Fernando
6
Sports Pavilion Room Hire
Heating & Fuel
Egerton Sports Pavilion
Fordhams Coal
5
Window Cleaner
Insurance
Luke Epps
Cascade Insurance
10
Wealden Insurance
11 Singing Coach
Sheila Daniels
Ironworks
CT Contract Ltd

26

I.T.
Captivewebs
Chrysalis Computer Solutions
Egerton Computer Centre

22
5
4

Newspaper Delivery
13
Osteopath
Angelina Lumley

13

Pest Control
Kilbys

25

Plant Hire
R J Hopkins

7

3
28
22
32
23
14
12
9
27

11
12
29

Member of Parliament
County Councillor
Borough Councillor
Parish Councillors:
Parish Clerk
Footpaths Representative
Tree Warden

Damian Green
Charlie Simkins
Ken Mulholland
Richard King, Peter Rawlinson, Claire Foinette, Tim Oliver, Pat Parr, Sarah Elworthy
Jeff Hopkins, John Lawton, Lois Tilden
Heather James
Pat Parr
Graham Howland

01233 820911
01233 756705
07568 063309
01233 756501
01233 756601
07875523699

Calehill Benefice Rector
Calehill Benefice Curate
Egerton Free Church
Egerton Churchwarden

Vacant
Vacant
Revd. Ambrose Oliver
John Lumley
Jan Burgess
Priscilla Harper
Mike Yarrow
Dick Crabb
Sarah Widd

01233 756459
01233 756249
01233 756147
01233 756437
01233 756387
01233 756517
01233 756460

Egerton Primary School
Egerton Pre-School

Julia Walker
Beth Foxford (Chair) egertonpreschoolchair@outlook.com

01233 756274
07391 181248

Air Training Corps (Ashford Squadron)
Bethersden Cub Scouts
Egerton Film Society
Egerton Friends
Egerton Housing Association
Egerton Computer Centre
Egerton Players
Egerton Over Sixties Club
Egerton Village Hall Bookings

01233 637035
01233 820989
01233 756592
01233 756137
01233 756686
07990 574214

Headcorn Scouts Group
Weald of Kent Preservation Society
The Arts Society Egerton
The Village Theatre Club

Mary Ford
Richard King
Elaine Graham
Sue Palmer
Carol Hulm
Yvonne Smith
Jacqui Jeffreys
Mary Phebe
Jackie Parry
Ann Carroll
Gale King
Christine Lewis (cmwillis75@gmail.com )
Elaine Graham (elainedgraham@btinternet.com)

0746 9230496
07725 743889
01233 713801
01622 890061
01233 756592
01233 756377
01233 756137

Egerton Games Barn Bookings
Egerton Sports Pavilion Bookings
Egerton Cricket Club
Egerton & Pluckley Junior Football Club
Egerton Running Club
Egerton Short Mat Bowls
Egerton Walking Group

Vacancy
Bill Smyth
Paul Hope
John Harrison
Sarah Elworthy
Mike Yarrow
Phil and Shirley Missing

01233 756556
07885 509751
01233 756693
01233 756205
01233 756387
01233 756345

Ashford Borough Council (emergency out-of-hours 629911)
Charing
Headcorn
Lenham
Dog Warden
Electricity
Flytipping
Gas Leaks
Highway Services
Hospital
Neighbourhood Watch
NHS Direct
Police Non-Emergency
PCSO
South East Water (supply) (emergency 0845 603 2603)
Southern Water (sewerage)

www.ashfordadvice.org
www.charingpractice.co.uk
www.headcornsurgery.nhs.uk
www.lenvalleypractice.co.uk
Colin Leek
All Companies
Kent Waste Watch
British Gas
www.kent.gov.uk/roads-and-travel
William Harvey
Lois Tilden
www.nhsdirect.nhs.uk
Karin Andrews
Leak Line
Blockages, Pumping Station Failure

01233 331111
01233 626185
01233 714490
01622 890294
01622 858341
01233 330340
105
0845 345 0210
0800 111 999
0300 041 8181
01233 633331
01233 756221
111
101
0800 614 366
0845 278 0845

